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With TrainingPacks, you can: 

MediaPRO TrainingPacks combine engaging, flexible, out-of-the box courses with reinforcement 
materials, impact reports, phishing simulations (optional), and great customer support. You can license 
TrainingPacks separately or bundled, based on what makes the most sense for your organization. And, 
you can run courses on our LMS or yours.

Make Training Fun, Fast and Impactful

MEDIAPRO TRAININGPACKSTM 

Impact the Bottom Line

Save hundreds of thousands 
of dollars by avoiding data 

loss, breaches, and damage to 
company reputation.

Demonstrate Compliance 
Effectively

Support compliance audits and 
proof of training requirements 

with reports that align to specific 
regulations and standards.

Address a More Complete 
Threat Landscape

Phishing prevention isn’t enough. 
Address more of the threat 

landscape with one solution for 
security, privacy, and compliance.
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About MediaPRO
MediaPRO security and privacy training solutions are used by organizations of all sizes to protect sensitive data, demonstrate 
compliance, and reduce the risk to their reputation and bottom line. With MediaPRO, it’s easy to keep employees engaged and 
track program effectiveness. And, unlike phishing-focused security awareness training solutions, MediaPRO covers security, privacy, 
and compliance so you can address a more complete threat landscape. Whether you’re looking to more effectively demonstrate 
compliance, stop phishing attacks, or want a best-in-class security awareness program, MediaPRO makes training fun, fast and 
impactful. MediaPRO has been named a leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Security Awareness Computer-Based Training for six 
years in a row. For more information, please visit mediapro.com, or follow MediaPRO on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.

mediapro.com   |   800-726-6951   |   awareness@mediapro.com
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TrainingPacks include comprehensive out-of-the-box courses yet are flexible enough to enable you 
to meet your organization’s priorities and requirements. TrainingPack course content is continually 
refreshed, and new content is added to reflect the latest regulations and standards. Three 
comprehensive TrainingPacks and four focused on specific industry regulations are available:

Includes the full MediaPRO 
suite of cybersecurity training 
courses plus security-themed 
reinforcement videos, posters, 
and articles

Combines all training and 
reinforcement from the Security 
and Privacy TrainingPacks plus 
additional language translation 
and MediaPRO customization 
credits

Includes the full MediaPRO 
collection of training courses 
focusing on data privacy best 
practices, GDPR, HIPAA, FERPA, 
and select corporate compliance 
training courses, and privacy-
themed reinforcement videos, 
posters, and articles

Includes MediaPRO’s role-based 
content focusing on the global 
PCI-DSS standard plus supporting 
security training courses and 
reinforcement material

Includes MediaPRO’s core 
HIPAA training courses plus 
coverage of key security 
awareness concepts required 
by HITRUST and associated 
reinforcement material

Includes MediaPRO’s role-
based training focusing on 
the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR), coverage of 
key cybersecurity and privacy 
concepts, and associated 
reinforcement material

Includes MediaPRO’s 
FERPA training courses 
plus essential topics 
in cybersecurity and 
privacy and associated 
reinforcement material

Regulation-Specific TrainingPacks

Includes courses dedicated to 
the California Consumer Privacy 
Act (CCPA) and the state’s sexual 
harassment training requirements 
plus a collection of topic-specific 
videos, posters, and articles 
supporting the core training material.


